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Infrared cameras: 
Making the invisible visible!

• Vollmer et al. (2001) have proposed a range of uses of infrared 
cameras in secondary and university physics teaching

– Mechanics (friction, inelastic collisions, etc.), electromagnetism (radiation), 
electronic circuits, thermal science, etc.

• Xie (2011; Xie & Hazzard, 2011) sees particular benefits of using 
IR cameras in inquiry-based approaches to physics and 
chemistry education

– YouTube clips: http://energy.concord.org/ir/index.html

• Temperature increase in muscles due to physical strain (Kubsch, 
Nordine & Hadinek, 2017)

• Evaluate efficiency of solar panels (Kyle Rose’s poster)
• Studying the optical and thermal properties of textiles (Svetlana 

Boriskina’s talk this morning)

http://energy.concord.org/ir/index.html


Infrared cameras: 
What does it look like?

Let’s try!



Infrared cameras:
How do they work?

• All objects emit electromagnetic radiation, for objects at room 
temperature predominantly in the infrared (IR) range

• IR cameras detect IR radiation (FLIR C2: 7.5–14 µm)
• Temperature derived from the radiation spectrum through 

Planck’s law of blackbody radiation, with assumptions of the 
emissivity of the surface 



Hold these two objects with your
thumbs for 2 minutes. What

temperature patterns will there be?

There is a heat flow through
the knife, but not through the 

piece of wood

Heat conduction with 7th graders
– predict-observe-explain

Schönborn, Haglund & Xie, 2014

White & Gunstone, 1992



Heat conduction with 4th graders 
– instant inquiry

Haglund, Jeppsson & Schönborn, 2016



Energy dissipation 
– 10th graders

Haglund, Jeppsson, Hedberg, & Schönborn, 2015



University thermodynamics lab
– Leslie’s cube

Haglund, Melander, Weiszflog, & Andersson, 2017



Windows



Balloon



Introductory university 
chemistry lab on calorimetry

Samuelsson, Haglund, & Elmgren, 2017



• Introduction of heat, temperature and phase.
Heuristics

H1: Energy is released when 
chemical bonds are formed.

H2: Energy is required to break 
chemical bonds.

Heating curve ”The sauna”

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Phase_Heat_Diagram.png https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Highgrove_Sauna.jpg

Teaching sequence:
introductory session



Teaching sequence: laboratory session

”Stepping out from 
shower”

”Seeing latent heat” 
(Xie, 2011)

”Salting roads”



Thanks for listening!

robin.samuelsson@physics.uu.se
jesper.haglund@kau.se
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